
Episode 14
Worksheet for MotionHatch

Podcast with Silvia Baumgart 

Listen here.

Silvia Baumgart is a trainee solicitor with James Ware Stephenson, and has a 
background as an art historian. She is also a board member for the Association of 
Illustrators , and was the manager of the Own-It programme at the University of Arts 
in London.

In this episode she discusses intellectual property, patents, copyrights, design rights, 
and trademarks, and what to have in your contracts as a creative.

Links: 

Association of Illustrators
The Intellectual Property Office: Exceptions to copyright - guidance for creators and 
copyright owners

Disclaimer: This podcast and workbook is for general guidance only and discusses the legal 
position in the UK at the time of publication unless stated otherwise. You must take legal advice 
and not rely on the information provided in this podcast and workbook before taking action. We do 
not update our podcasts or workbooks and therefore, past podcasts/workbooks may not reflect 
the current legal position.
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https://motionhatch.com/how-to-transition-from-freelancer-to-studio-owner-w-tj-kearney-of-oddfellows-instrument
https://motionhatch.com/how-to-transition-from-freelancer-to-studio-owner-w-tj-kearney-of-oddfellows-instrument
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/motion-hatch-helping-motion-designers-do-better-business/id1306811815
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/motion-hatch-helping-motion-designers-do-better-business/id1306811815
https://motionhatch.com/?p=25753&preview_id=25753&preview_nonce=0b9e7955fe&post_format=standard&_thumbnail_id=25857&preview=true
https://motionhatch.com/?p=25753&preview_id=25753&preview_nonce=0b9e7955fe&post_format=standard&_thumbnail_id=25857&preview=true
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/448274/Exceptions_to_copyright_-_Guidance_for_creators_and_copyright_owners.pdf
https://theaoi.com


Your Personal or Business Contract

In the podcast, Silvia talks about some the various areas your contract should 
cover, including:

• Fees & payment schedule including late payment charges and kill fees.
• Your scope of work.
• Schedule for completion of work.
• How revisions and amendments will be handled, including 

compensation for extra revisions.
• How complete changes to the original scope of work will be handled.
• Compensation and scheduling for scope creep.
• Cancellation.
• Intellectual property rights.
• Changes to the contract itself. 
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Does your contract cover these areas? Are there other areas you feel need to 
be better addressed?
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What is something to keep in mind if you receive a contract from a new client after 
you've already sent yours?

Copyright & Licensing

Understanding that signing over copyright means buyers will own your work outright 
to change, make derivatives, and receive all future economic benefits.

Can you think of situations you may be willing to sign over copyright?

What can you do to retain the copyright to your work?

What kind of compensation do you feel you should receive if your transfer the 
copyright?



In order for animators to have a stronger negotiating position, it is better to license 
our working instead of selling the copyright. A way to do this would be to identity 
purpose (ie. advertising), length of time (ie. 1 year), and channels (ie. digital only) and 
applying the license to these areas.

Looking at your current projects, how could  you word your licensing terms & 
conditions

What might be some reasons your be willing to give your client access to your 
source files?
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When providing source files, what are some things you can do to protect yourself?



This podcast looked at protecting your work and business by demonstrating a 
position of power we can potentially have when negotiating contracts. 

What further steps will you now take to solidify this position to get better value for 
you work? 

Looking at everything you produce, do you understand which parts 
constitute "intellectual property" and how can you further protect this?
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There was surprising information on the importance of a signature in a contract. Do 
you feel it's ever okay not to have a signature?



If you are not a UK resident, do you understand how contract and 
copyright laws work for you and your business? 
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To go alongside these episodes we have created a freelance template contract 
bundle designed specifically for motion designers and animators. This bundle 
includes a commissioning contract for animations and standard freelance terms 
and conditions.

Complete with easy to understand explanations for each section. It helps you to 
protect your work and get paid on time and much more.

To find out more and get 10% off when it’s released sign up below.

Join The Waitlist

Full show notes and resources for this episode can be found here.

https://motionhatch.com/freelance-motion-design-contract
https://motionhatch.com/?p=25753&preview_id=25753&preview_nonce=0b9e7955fe&post_format=standard&_thumbnail_id=25857&preview=true


Motion Hatch is a bi-weekly programme hosted by Hayley Akins, discussing 
the business side of animation and motion design. Hear from a wide range 
of voices within the industry and get quality motion design advice and 
insight.

Let us know what you found useful in this worksheet or just say 
hi! Email us here: hello@motionhatch.com

Share with your friends!
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Subscribe To The Podcast

https://www.facebook.com/motionhatch/
https://www.instagram.com/motionhatch/
https://twitter.com/motionhatch?lang=en
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/motion-hatch-helping-motion-designers-do-better-business/id1306811815
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